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LEARNING
TOPICS OBJECTIVES

WKS

ACTIVITIE

each sound in the

c) Vocabulary

Building:

Meaning of

New words,

Reading

d) Oral and

written

comprehensio

to them.

By the end of this

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

1) explain

vocabulary

building;

2) idenüfy new

words;

3) analyse

techniques used

in reading.

By the end of this

words as they

listen.

5) Pupils, in small

groups, discuss

the sounds and

produce new

words the same

sounds that they

identify.

1) Pupils, in small

groups, discuss

what vocabulary

building means.

2) Pupils, as a class,

list new words from

the passage.

3)Pupils in pairs

dramatize the

meaning of the new

words.

4) Pupils, in pairs,

analyse the

passage given.

1) Pupils, in small

n

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

1) examine and

label pictures in

books;;

groups, discuss the

pictures given and

label them.

2) Pupils, in small

groups distinguish the

e) Picture

reading

2)list and identify

comprehension

stategies;

3) apply

comprehension

strategies to text.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

strategies.

3) Pupils, as a class,
compare the reading

strategies.

1) Pupils, as a class,
describe the pictures
pasted the wallon 

1) identify
2) Pupils, in pairs,

1) collaboration and

Communication

collaboration

2) Creativity and

imagination

3) Critical thinking

and problem

solving

1) Creativity and

imagination

(2) collaboraåon and

Communication

3) Creativity and

imagination.

1) Creativity and

imagination

2) Critical thinking

Visual resources•

1) ChaMashcards

on new words

2)Reading

passages

3) Reading aloud

Web resources

https://studentreas

ures.com

Audio visual

Resources

1) Charts

2) Video or Tape

Web resources

https•]/www.reada

ndspell.com

Visual resources

1) Images



WKS

2

Comprehensio

n: New words

and meaning.

B) Oral and

written

comprehensio

n on passage

C) Phonics:

learn sounds

through songs

OBJECTIVES
pictures;

2) interpret

information from

the pictures;

3) categorise the

pictures given.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

1) combine words

to make meaning;

2) discuss the

meaning of each

word given to

them;

3) use words

in sentences.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

1) summarize the

passage given

orally

2) analyse the

main idea of the

passage given

3) dramatize the

meaning of the

passage

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to;

1) pronounce the

sounds by

singing;

ACTIVITIES
discuss the
information gathered

from the pictures.

3) Each pupil

identifies the picture

given.

1)PuplTs, in small

groups, analyse the

words given to them.

2) Pupils, as a class,
discuss the meaning

of each word given to

them.

3) Pupils, in pairs,

compare the words in

sentences

1) Each pupil

summarises the

passage orally.

2) Pupils, in small

groups, analyse the

passage.

3) Pupils, as a class,

discuss the main idea

of the passage.

4) Pupils in pairs

dramatize themes in

the passage.

1) Each pupil

presents the sounds

by singing with the

alphabet words.

2) Pupils, in pairs,

analyse the sounds

EMBEDDED

CORES SKILLS
and problem solving.

3) Critical thinking
and problem solving.

1 ) Collaboration and

communication

2) Creativity and

imagination

3) Critical thinking

and problem solving

1) Critical thinking

and problem solving

2) Collaboration and

communication

3) Creativity and

imagination

I) Critical thinking

and problem solving

2) Critical thinking

and problem solving

3) Collaboration and

LEARNING
RESOURCES

Web resources

t)ttp$//www.eduqat

@on.com

Visual resources

1) Chart

Web resources

@menqlish.com

How to study

vocabulary words.

Audio visual

resources

1) Tape

2) Charts

Web resources

https•]hwww.thedas

s

roomkey.com

Reading

comprehension

strategies

Audio visual

resources

1) Tape

2) Video

3) Flashcards



LEARNING
TOPICS

D) Simple

mmmands at

LEARNING

OBJECTIVES

2) use tho sound9

to form songs;

3) identify tho

sounds (tom tho

music,

ACTIVITIES

by singing,

3) Pupils, in small

groups, describe tho

sounds,

4) Pupij9, as a class,

clap or touch thoir

chins whoo thoy hoar

cach gound

By the end of the I) Pupils, in pairs,

lesson, pupils define tho moaning of

corro
communication

1) Critical thinking

and problem solving

Viaual retsourft/'%

home and

school

2) PictJre

eading

plementar

should be able to; command.

l)explain the 2) Pupils, in pairs,

meaning of role play giving

2) Critical thinking

and problem solving

1) Charts

2) Pictures

command; commands. 3) Creative and

imagination
2) demonstrate 3) Pupils, in pairs,
how to command; identify sentences

with exclamation
3) idenüfy the

marks as commands.words and

punctuation mark 4) Pupils, as a class,

Web resources

fluentu

com

Fun ways to learn

commands.

used for

command.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

1) idenüfy things

in pictures;

2) interpret the

pictures;

3) describe the

pictures.

By the end of the
lesson, pupils Visual 

write simple

commands and end

them with the

exclamation mark.

1)Pupils, as a class,
distinguish the

pictures given.

2) Pupils, in pairs,

relate the pictures to
the text.

3) Pupils, in small

groups, explain the
picture given.

4) Pupils, in pairs,

dramatize the events
in the picture.

(i) Each pupil reads a

1) Creativity and

imagination

2) Critical thinking

and problem solving

3) Collaboration and

communications

(i)Critical thinking

Visual resources

1) pictures

Web resources

http.s•.//www readin

qrocket.orq

https://www.pintere

st.com

Reading images.

recommended resources .



WKS TOPICS
LEARNING

LEARNING

y Reading.
OBJECTIVES

should be able to:
ACTIVITIES

storybook from Lagos 

with other pupils
booklist.

the story read; (ii) Pupils, as a class,
(ii) discuss discuss the lessons 

lessons leamt
leamt from the book

EMBEDDED

and problorn solving,

(ii)Creativity and
imagination.

(iii) Critical thinking
and problem solving.

from the book;
read.

(iii) relate events
(iii) Each pupil relates

in the story to their
the event in the story
to his or her personalpersonal lives.
lives.

(B)Listeningto By the end of the (i)Pupils in 
and tefling a lesson pupils group analyse 

a small

thestory

(C)Phonics:

consonants

/b/, /d/. bed,

dog

should be able to : story, then

(i) summarize the
summarize it in their
own words.

story in their own

words; (ii) Each pupil
itemizes the

(li)relate tie story
characters in the

to real life

situation;

(iii) list the

characters in the

story.

By tie end of the

lesson pupils

should be able to:

(i)produce the

consonant sound

as in bed, dog,

doll;

story.

(iii)Pupils as a class
discuss the ideas in
the story.

(iv) Pupils, in small

groups, discuss the

lessons learnt from

the story and share

with the class.

(i) Pupils, in small

groups, produce the

sounds.

(ii) Pupils, as a class,

pronounce the

sounds.

(iii)Pupils, as a class,

(i)Collaboration and

communication.

Cli)Creaüvity and

imagination.

Clii)Critical thinking

and problem solving

(i)Collaboration and

Communication.

(ii)Creativity and

Imagination

(iii)Critical thinking

and problem solving.

ENGLISH STUDIES
LEARNING

RESOURCES
(i)lmaqos

(ii)Charts

Web resources

http•.//wow

achers corn

Grade two reading
comprehension

Viul resources :

(i)Pictures of a man
telling story to

pupils. Web

resources

http•.//wå•w.teaching

enqlish.orq.uk

http•]/www.cambrid

ge .org

Audio visual

resources

(i)Charts

(ii)Tape

Web resources

http•]/www.actionfa

(ii)pronounce the

consonant

ctor.com.

consonant sounds on

point to the

appropriate



TOPICS

(D)Writing of

Letters- a, b,

c

(A)Vocabulary

building:

synonyms and

antonyms

(B)Comprehen

sion Reading

passage

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

sounds;

(iii)match the

sound with words.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i)identify the

alphabet;

(ii)compose a

song with the

alphabet;

(iii)match the

alphabet with

objects.

By the end of the

lesson, Pupils will

be able to:

(i)explain

synonyms and

antonyms;

(ii)list some

synonyms and

antonyms;

(iii)compare

synonyms and

antonyms.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i)discuss the

main idea of the

story

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

a chart when they

hear the sound.

(iv) Pupils, in pairs,

analyse the sounds in

a sentence.

(i)Pupils, in small

groups, itemize the

alphabet.

(ii)Pupils, as a class,

compose song with

the alphabet.

(iii) Pupils, in pairs,

match letters with

objects like, a -ape, b

— ball, c— cellular, d-

dog, e- egg etc.

(i)Pupils, in small

groups, discuss what

synonyms and

antonyms mean.

(ii)Pupils, in pairs,

enumerate synonyms

and antonyms of

some common words.

(iii)PupiIs, as a class,

analyse synonyms of

some common words

to establish similarity

in meaning

(iv)PupiIs, in small

groups, analyse some

common words to

establish opposite

meanings.

(i)Pupils, as a class,

discuss the main idea

of the passage.

(ii) Pupils, in pairs,

itemise facts and

information in the

EMBEDDED
CORES SKILLS

(i) Collaboration and

Communication

(ii) Creativity and

Imagination

(iii)Critical thinking

and problem solving.

(i)Collaboration and

communication

(ii)Critical thinking

and problem solving.

(iii) Creativity and

imagination.

(i)Critical thinking

and problem solving

(ii)Creativity and

imagination

(iii)Collaboration and

CNGLISH

LEARNING
RESOURCES

Audio visual

resources

(i) Pictures

(ii)Tape or videos.

Web resources

http://wmmeslkidst

uff.com

Visual resources

(i)Charts

(ii)Pictures.

Web resources

http://www.educatio

n.com

Visual resources

(i)Charts

(ii)lmages.

Web resources



TOPICS

(C)Phonic

pronounce

consonant

sound in

isolation

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

(ii)idontify facts

and other kinds of

information in tho

passage;

(iii)explain causes

and effects in the

given passage;

(iv) use evidence

from the passage

to discuss

relationship

between ideas;

(v)dramatize the

story in the given

passage;

(vi)discuss the

moral lessons

leamt from the

story.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i)identify the

consonant

sounds;

(ii)arrange the

consonant sounds

in sequence;

(iii) pronounce the

consonant

sounds.

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

pasqngo.

(iii)Pupils, as n class,

dramatizo thomog

from tho story,

(iv)Pupils, in small

groups, examine the

causes and effects in

the passage.

(v) Pupils, in pairs,

point to specific

sections of the story

as evidence for cause

and effect, related

ideas.

(vi) Pupils, in small

groups, discuss the

moral lessons of the

story and share with

the class.

(i)Pupils, as a class,

mention the

consonants sounds.

(ii) Pupils, in small

groups, give a

thumbs up when they

hear a consonant

sound.

(iii)Each pupil

pronounces the

consonant sounds.

(iv). Pupils, in small

groups, organize the

consonants sound in

sequence.

EMOEODCO
cones OKILLS

communication

(i)Creativity and

imagination

(ii)ColIaboration and

communication

(iii)Critical thinking

and problem solving

LEARNING
RESOURCES Ml

Teach roadinq

comprehension

Audio visual

resources

(i)Chart

(ii)TapeMdeo

Web resources

http://siqhtwords.co

m



ENGLISH

LEARNING
WKS TOPICS

(D)Picture

Reading:

Classroom

environment

(E)Wfiting of

alphabet: two-

letter words

5 (A)lntroduction

to colour

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

O)explain the

pictures in the

classroom:

(ii)assess the

classroom

environment;

(iii) categorise the

pictures in the

classroom

environment.

By the end of this

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i)arrange two

letters to form a

word;

(ii)match the
leters;

(lii)pronounce the

u to letters
matched toget)er.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

ACTIVITIES

(i)Pupils, in small

groups, examine the

pictures given.

(ii)Pupils, as a class,

survey the classroom

environment and

describe what they

observe.

(iii)Each pupil

identifies the pictures

in the classroom.

(i)Pupils, as a class,

assemble letters in

alphabet.

(ii)Pupils, in small

groups, match two

letters together to

form a new word.

(iii) Pupils, as a class,

pronounce each letter

of the two-letter word.

(iv)Each pupil

pronounces the two

letters matched

together as a word.

(i)Pupils, in pairs,

examine the colours

of objects given.

(i)idenüfy colour of (ii)Pupils, as a class,

things;

(ii)list the name of

principal colour-

red, blue, yellow,

enumerate the colour.

(iii)Pupils, in small

groups, identify the

colours of objects

EMBEDDED
CORES SKILLS

(i)Collaboration and

Communication

(ii)Creativity and

Imagination

(iii)Critical thinking

and problem solving

(i)Creativity and

imagination

(ii)Collaboration and

communication

(iii)Critical thinking

and problem solving

(i)Critical thinking

and problem solving

(ii)Creativity and

imagination.

(iii)Collaboration and

communication

LEARNING
RESOURCES

Visual 
resourcet

(i)Pictures

Web resources

htt s://wwt//
intere

st corn

grade reading

Visual resources

(i)Charts

(ii)Pictures

Web resources

https://www.pintere

st.com

Visual Resources

(i)Charts

(ii)Pictures

(iii)Objects. Web

resources

https://munsell.

orange, green,

and violet;

(iii) describe

objects with

given.

(iv) Pupils, in pairs,

describe the colours

of objects in their

com

reference to their



ENGLISH STUDIES

TOPICS

(B)Comprehen

sion Reading

Skills

(C)Differentiat

e between two

words e.g. fill,

feel.

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

colour-red cap,

white short, green

shoe etc.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

O)identify new

words in the

passage;

(ii)explain the

meaning of the

new words;

(iii)compose a

small poem from

the passage;

(iv) summarise tie

passage.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i)identify the

words and their

meanings

(ii)compare the

two words;

(iii)differentiate

between the

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

environment

(i)Each pupil

examines the

passage for new

words.

(ii)Pupils, in small

groups, compose a

short poem from the

passage.

(iii)Pupils, as a class,

give a summary of

the passage.

(iv) , in pairs

dramatize the

summary of fre

passage.

(i)Pupils, in pairs,

recognize the words

given to them.

(ii)Pupils, in small

groups, categorize

the given words.

(iii)Pupils, as a class,

analyse the

relationship between

the given words.

EMBEDDED
CORES SKILLS

(i)Critical thinking

and problem solving

(ii)Collaboration and

communication

(Ill)Creating and

imagination

(i)Critical thinking

and problem solving

(ii)Collaboration and

communication

(iii)Creaüvity and

imagination

LEARNING
RESOURCES

Visual

(i)Pictures

(ii)Charts

Web resources

https•]/wrw.weare

grade Wo reading

mmprehension

Visual resources

(i)Charts

(ii)Flashcards

Web resources

https•]/allesl.com



WKS TOPICS

(D)Phonics

Production of

consonant

sound and

words

6 (A)

Supplementar

y Reading:

Poetry.

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

words given;

(iv) use the words

in sentences.

By the end of this

lesson pupils

should be able to:

(i)list consonant

sounds;

(ii)apply songs to

the sounds;

(iii)identify

consonant sounds

in words;

(iv) match sounds

and words.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i) read and share

with other pupils

the poem read.

(ii) discuss

lessons learnt

from the poem

read.

(iii) relate events

in the poem to

their personal

lives.

LEARNING

ACTIVITIES

(iv)Pupils, in small

groups, produce

sentences with the

two words.

(v)Pupils, in small

groups, analyse the

meanings of the

words in the

sentences.

(i)Each pupil arranges

the consonant sounds

(ii)Pupils, in pairs,

compose songs to the

sound

(iii)Pupils, in small

groups, match the

sounds and words

(i) Each pupil reads a

recommended poem

from Lagos state

approved booklist.

(ii) Pupils, as a class,

discuss the lessons

leamt from the poem

read.

(iii) Each pupil relates

the event in the poem

to his or her personal

lives.

EMBEDDED

CORES SKILLS

(i)Critical thinking

and problem solving

(ii)Critical thinking

and problem solving

(iii)Collaboration and

communication

(i)Critical thinking

and problem solving.

(ii)Creativity and

imagination.

(iii) Critical thinking

and problem solving.

LEARNING
RESOURCES

Audio visual

resources

(i)Pictures

(ii)Charts

(iii)Tape

Web resources

https://www.lexiale

arninq.com

Audio visual

resources

(i)lmages/pictures

(ii)Vldeo/tape

Web resources

https://www.schola

stic.comhttps://ww

w.education.com



(B)Literature:

fiction and

non- fiction

(C)The writing

7 A. Mid-term

tests

B. Open day

C. Mid-term

break

D. Homework

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i)identify works of

fiction and non.

fiction;

(ii)detemine the

similarities

betvveen fiction

and non-fiction;

Oii)contrast works

of ficåon and non-

fiction.

By the end of

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i)define elements

of the writing

(ii)explain the

wriüng process;

(iii) apply the

writing process to

write about self.

(i)Pupils, in pairs,

itemize tho works of

fiction and non.

fictions,

(ii)Pupi19, as (Jags,

describe tho

similarities botwoon

fiction with non-

fiction.

(iii)Pupi19, in small

groups, explain tho

differences betwoon

fiction and non-fiction,

(iv)Pupils, in small

groups, arrange

books into works of

fiction and non-fiction.

(i)Pupils, as a class,

analyse the writing

process.

(ii)Pupils, in small

groups, apply the

writing process.

(iii)Eaåi pupil applies

the wriüng process to

write about himself or

herself.

thinking

nnd prot/nm

And

imnqtnntion (nf$hnrts

and

communiojtion

(i)Creativity and

imagination

(ii)Collaboraåon

communication

(iii)Criücal tlinkirq

and problern

Visual resouræs

(ii)Picbres

Web

edudelighttutors.com



WKS TOPICS

(8) (A)Comprehen

passage on

drug abuse

(B)

Supplementar

y Reading: A
play.

(C)Vocabulary

building new

words and

meaning

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

By the end of the

lesson, pupds

should be able to:

(i)discA1ss the

main idea of the

story

(ii)identify facts

and other kinds of

information in the

passage;

(iii)explain causes

and effects in the

given passage;

(iv) discuss the

moral lessons

leamt from the

story.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i) read and share

with other pupils

the story read;

(ii) discuss

lessons leamt

from the book;

(iii) relate events

in the story to their

personal lives.

By the end the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i)combine words

to make meaning;

(ii)explain the

meaning of each

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

By the end of the

lesson, pupils should

be able to:

(i)Pupils, as a class,

mentm names of

simple drug.

(ii)Pupils in pairs

itemize three benefits

of drug free lifestyle.

(iii)Pupils, in small

groups, sing a song

on drug abuse.

(i) Each pupil reads a

recommended story

book from Lagos

State approved

booklist

(ii) Pupils, as a class,

discuss the lessons

leamt from the book

read.

(iii) Each pupil relates

the events in the story

to their personal lives.

(i) Pupils, in small

groups, analyse the

words given to them.

(ii) Pupils, as a class,
discuss the meaning

of each word given to

them.

EMBEDDED
CORES SKILLS

(i)Creativity and

imagination

(ii)Critical thinking

and problem solving

(iii)Collaboratjon and

communication

(i)Critical thinking

and problem solving.

(ii)Creatjvity and

imagination.

(iii) Critical thinking

and problem solving.

(i)Collaboration and

communication

(ii)Creativity and

imagination

(iii)Critical thinking
and problem solving

ENGLISH

LEARNIN
REsouRc?s

Audio visual
resources

(i)Pictures

(ii)Vldeo

Web resources

https://study

Visual resources •

(i)lmages

(ii)Charts

Web resources

http•]/www.weare

teachers.com

Grade two reading

comprehension.

Visual resources

(i)Charts

(ii)Flashærds

Web resources

https•]/www.realeam



TOPICS
WKS

(D)Phontcs

Vowel sound

/ai/ long

(E) Colour

matching

colours

LEARNING
onjccuvrs

words;

Oil) of

tho now wordh in

By tho end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to.

(i)recoqnize the

Iail sound

in patf%,

060 words in

own

(iv) in

moaning tho now

words in tho

in

identify ti10 la'/ sound

(ii)Pupils, in btnall

oroups, relato

sounds to words,

(ii)blend lai/ words pupil

for reading and the /ai/

$lling sound in words,

(iii)pronounce the

/ai/ sound

By the end of the

lesson pupils

should be able to:

(i)identify basic

colours

(ii)locate real

world objects of a

specific colour

(iii)match the

colour given with

(i)Pupils, in pairs,

examine the colours

for identification

(ii)Pupils, in small

groups, think and

identify objects with

specific colours e.g.

Groon-lcavcs, black,

tires.

(iii)Each pupil

matches the mour

and problom

and

(iii)CntjcÅil thinkioq

and problorn solviM)

(i)CriticA thinking

and problem solving

aMi

(iii)Criticai Ü)irWJng

Wet)

visas/

rounrc,cs

(i)PÉturos

reujurcesWeb 
and problem sdving

the object givcn with tho object



WKS TOPICS

(9) (A)Væabulary

buikfng.

New words

ard

N B. new

words are

taken from the

pas%ge read

LEARNING

OBJECTIVES

by the end of the

lessm, pupds

should be at/e to:

(l)analyse new

words to

determine

meaning;

(ii@ajn the
meanirv of each

words given to

(iii)identfy

synonyms of be

new words

(iv)use new

words in freir own

sentences:

(v) dramatize tie

meanirg of tie

new words.

(B)Literature

poetry:

Rhyming

poems

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(j)describe

Rhythm and

rhyme

(li)create poems

with rhythm

LEARNING

ACTIVITIES

(l)Pupls, in small

group, analyse the

words given to them

(ii)Pupils, as a dass,

discuss the meaning

of each words given

to them.

(iii) Pupils, in pars,

identify synonyms of

the new words.

(lii)Pupds, in pairs,

use the new words to

form sentences.

fiv)Pupils, in pairs,

dramatize the

sentences with the

new words.

(i)Pupils, in small

groups, analyse

rhyfrrn and rhyme.

(ii)Pupils, as a class,

actualize poem with

rhyfrrn.

(lii)Each pupil

dramatizes the poem

by rhyming it loud.

(C)Spelling:

Three-letter

words: e.g.

cat, bag, cup,

cap

(iii)dramatize

rhymes and

rhythm in poems

by saying it loud

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i)identify the

(i)Pupils, in pairs,

classify the three-

letter words into

sounds.

letters; (ii)Pupils, in small

groups, match the

EMBEDDED
CORES SKILLS

(i)Collaboration and

communication

(it)Creativlty and

imagination

(iii)Critical thinking

and problem solving

(J)Collaboration and

communication

(ii)Creatjvity and

imagination

(iii)Critical thinking

and problem solving

(i)Critical thinking

and problem solving

(ii)Collaboration and

communication

(iii)Critical thinking

ENGLISH 
stu

LEARNING
RESOURCES

Visual resouræs

(i)Chart

(ii)Flashcards

Web resources

https://wmw.rea!e

nenqlish.com

to study vocabulæ

building

Audio visual

resources

(i)lmages/picture

Cli)Vldeo/tape

Web resources

h ://www.scho

stic.comh

w.education.com

Audio visual

resources

(i)Tape/video

(ii)Flashcards



(10) (A)Revision:

listening to

and telling a

story

(B)Revision:

writing of two

letter words

(ii)pronounce the
three letters

together;

(iii)write the three
letter words

correctly.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i)summarize the

story in their own

words;

(ii)relate the story

to real life

situation;

(ii)list the

characters in the

story.

By the end of this

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i)arrange fre
letters

ii) mat&i two

letters

iii) pronounce the

two letters

matched together

ACTIVITIES

sounds in the three
letter words to

pronounce it.

(iii)Each pupil fixes
the letters together to
make three-letter
words.

(i)Pupils, in small
groups, analyse and
summarise the story.

(ii)Pupils, as a dass,
discuss the ideas in
the story and relate it
to their real-life

situaöon.

(iii)Pupils in pairs

itemise the characters

in the story.

(iv)Pupils in pairs

describe the

characters in the

story.

i)Pupils, as a class,

assemble he letters

ii) Pupils, in small

groups, match two

leters together.

iii) Pupils, in small

groups, idenüfy the

sounds of the two

letters.

iv) Each pupil

pronounces the

letters together.

EMBEDDED
CORES SKILLS
and problem solving

(i)Collaboratm and
communication

(li)Creativity and

imaginatm

(lii)Critical thinking

and problem solving

(l)creaüvity and

imagination

LEARNING
RESOURCES

(iii)Charts drawing

Web resources

Visual rewarces

(l)Picture a rnan
telfing stTy to his

pupils

Web resources

htVs•.//wrw.teaåin

q enqlish.orq.uk

Visual resources

(ii) Collaboraüm and

communicaüon

(iii) Critical tiirking

and prouem solving 

ii) *tares

resources

https•]iwww.pintest



ENGLISH

TOPICS

(C)Revision

Phonics:

producfion of

consonant

sound and

words

(D)Revision

comprehensio

n: Passage

reading skill.

Revision:

LEARNING

OBJECTIVES

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

i)list consonant

sounds

ii) apply songs to

the sounds

iii) match sounds

and words

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i)identify new

words in the

passage;

(ii)compose a

small poem from

the passage;

(iii)summarize the

passage.

Revise

LEARNING

ACTIVITIES

i)Each pupil arranges

the consonant sound

ii) Pupils, in pairs,

compose songs to the

sounds.

iii) Pupils, in small

groups, match the

sounds and words.

(i)Pupils, in pairs,

recognize the word

given to them.

(ii)Pupils, in small

groups, categorize

the given words.

(iii)Pupils, as a class,

discuss the given

words.

(iv) Pupils, in pairs,

dramatize the

meaning of the new

words.

Use relevant teaching

and leaming

EMBEDDED
CORES SKILLS

i)Critical thinking

and problem solving

ii) Critical thinking

and problem solving

(i) Critical thinking

and problem solving.

(ii) Collaboration and

LEARNING
RESOURCES

Audio 
visual

resources

(i)Pictures

(ii)Charts

(iii)Tape.

Web resources

htt ://lexialearini 
c

om

Visual Resources

(i)Pictures

communication. (ii)Charts

(iii) Creativity and Web resources

imagination.
http://www.weare

teachers.com

materials

EXAMINATION

EXAMINATION

edudelighttutors.com


